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Introduction
Let R be a ring with 1 and let G be a group. Then a crossed product R * G of G over R is an associative ring which contains R and has as an R-basis the setḠ, a copy of G. Thus each element of R * G is uniquely a finite sum x∈G r xx with r x ∈ R. Addition is as expected and multiplication is determined by the two rules below. Specifically for x, y ∈ G we have where σ : G → Aut(R) is a group homomorphism. Now, the identity element of R * G is of the form 1 = u1 for some u ∈ U (R). The embedding of R into R * G is then given by r −→ r1. On the other hand, G is in general not contained in R * G. Rather, eachx is a unit of the ring and Certain special cases of crossed products have their own names. If the action and twisting are trivial, that is if σ(x) = 1 and τ (x, y) = 1 for all x, y ∈ G, then R * G = RG is an ordinary group ring. If the action is trivial, then R * G = R τ G is a twisted group ring. Finally if the twisting is trivial, then R * G = R σ G is a skew group ring. Note that G ⊆ R σ G. We recommend the reader to refer to Passman's book in [5] for more details on crossed products. . Assume now that n ≥ 2. If D is not a (locally finite) field, then by Lemma 2.1, N ′ is central, so N is solvable. If D is a field, then N is solvable too, since by a result of Zassenhaus, each locally solvable linear group is solvable (see [10, Corollary 3.8] ). If N is not abelian, then SL n (D) ⊆ N by [1, Lemma 2.3]. Thus SL n (D) is solvable, a contradiction by [2, Theorem 20.4] . Therefore, we showed that if N is a locally solvable subnormal subgroup of GL n (D), then N is abelian. Now, let A be an Artinian F -algebra. By the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem,
Main Results
Let, for each j, π j : k i=1 GL n i (D i ) → GL n j (D j ) be the projection epimorphism on the jth component. From the previous argument, for each j, π j (N ) (as a subnormal subgroup of GL n j (D j )) is abelian. ThusN , as a subgroup of k i=1 π i (N ), is abelian. Consequently, N ′ ⊆ 1 + J(A) as desired.
The following result known as Maschke's Theorem. Theorem 2.6. Let F be a field of characteristic p ≥ 0 with |F | > 3, R a semisimple F -algebra and G a torsion group. If U (R τ G) is a locally solvable group, then G is locally solvable and G ′ is a p-group.
Proof. Suppose that U (R τ G) is a locally solvable group,. Then G, the group of trivial units of R τ G, is also locally solvable. Since G/U (R) ≃ G, thus G is locally solvable too. As each locally solvable torsion group is locally finite, G is a locally finite group. Therefore, U (R τ G) ′ is a p-group by Theorem 2.5. Consequently G ′ U (R)/U (R) ≃ G ′ is also a p-group.
Theorem 2.7. Let F be a field of characteristic p ≥ 0 and G a torsion group. If U (F * G) is a locally nilpotent group, then G is locally nilpotent and U (F * G) ′ (hence G ′ ) is a p-group. If p = 2, 3, then the word "solvable" can be replaced by the word "nilpotent".
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, G is locally nilpotent. So, without loss of generality, we may assume G is finite. Now, F * G is an Artinian ring, so
where all D i 's are division rings. Since it is known that GL 2 (Z 2 ) and GL 2 (Z 3 ) are not nilpotent, as in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we conclude that U (F * G) ′ ⊆ 1 + J(F * G). Therefore U (F * G) ′ (hence G ′ ) is a p-group.
If p = 2, 3, then |D i | > 3 for each i. Corollary 2.8. Let F be a field of characteristic p ≥ 0 and G a torsion group. Then U (F σ G) is a locally nilpotent group if and only if G is locally nilpotent, G ′ is a p-group and σ is trivial. If p = 2, 3, then the word "solvable" can be replaced by the word "nilpotent".
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, for the necessity part of the theorem, we need only to prove that σ is trivial. Let g ∈ G and 0 = r ∈ F . Then
Therefore, 1 − r(r −1 ) σ(g) ∈ J(F σ G) ∩ F by Theorem 2.7. Since, we may assume G is finite, J(F σ G) is nilpotent. This shows that r(r −1 ) σ(g) = 1, equivalently, r σ(g) = r. This equality holds for every r ∈ F and g ∈ G, so σ is trivial.
Conversely, let G ′ be a p-group and G be locally nilpotent (solvable). Let α 1 , . . . , α n be a finite number of elements of U (F G). We shall show that the subgroup U = α 1 , . . . , α n of U (F G) is nilpotent (solvable). Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the supports of all of the α i and α −1 i . Since G is locally finite, H is a finite group. But then H is p-abelian, thus U (F H) is nilpotent (solvable) by [ 
